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HOW DID THE COVID-19 EFFECT ON THE 

PEOPLE?

• During the lockdown most of the people especially young adults and elderly took

the restrictions very seriously.

• What people are most sad about is that they can't visit their relatives and that many

families had faced a loss of a loved one.

• Many people are now working from home but schools are still open.

• When we asked our teacher what it was like to teach in distance learning, she said it 

depended on how active the class was. Many students kept microphones and cameras off

because they were minors and so she didn't know if the students were listening or

sleeping.

+ Our school provided us with fabric masks and disposable masks. Although the use of 

masks is not mandatory. They also encourage us to take care of hygiene and to keep

distance from each other.





Distance learning in Finland

+Schools gave all the people who needed laptops so everyone could be on 

the online classes.

+Some subjects stayed almost same as before (like math and chemistry) but

subjects like sports, art and music had changes.

+Because not everyone had all the things needed in those classes, teachers

had to give assignments that everyone could do.

+During the quarantine (17.3-18.5) our schools

offered extra support to the students who had difficulties learning, many stu

dents

still felt that it was hard to keep up with the schedule and that they didn't le

arn as much as possible.



Some pictures from
distance learning:



The effect of covid-19 in hobbies

+Many people didn't have much money because of corona so th

ey couldn't have hobbies anymore.

+People with hobbies couldn't go 

to traning so they got exercies in 

google classroom, but many people didn't do the exercises. Wh

en distance training was over they weren't as good as before.

+After quarantine ended people could go 

to training, but they were in smaller groups.

+Because of corona there couldn't be any games or competitions


